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AI’ed to GB Fireball 672, I can’t believe Dad is letting this one go at any price 
Lesikar Queen Idelette Z283/47 AAA 17169881 Born 1/24/2012 
9 Angus Path Finder’s start this girl off, and she is a cow’s cow. I can’t believe Dad is letting this one go, at any price. She adds in an 
incredible length to the rib, she is long, wide and beautifully built.  When hundreds of cows are grazing, she stands out from a 
football field away. How can I get you a mental picture of this girl? Well let me just name some genetics this girl brings to your herd, 
this is not even all the greats, in this one. With family names like Connealy, Sitz, Leachman, DHD 6807, SAV, Idelette, Boyd, Conanga 
and Vermilion this girl has them all.  I am going to miss this one when she’s gone. She is a daughter of Vermilion Dateline 7078 and a 
Granddaughter of S A V 8180 Traveler 004…...it just keeps getting better.    
EPD’s that will make a difference in your herd-Top 20% RADG, 25% YH, 25% MW, 30% Angle, 30% $F, 30% CW & 35% Doc, 35% MH, 
35% CW.  

 Heifer Calf at Side-1860 Inertia Queen G039, AAA 19603896 Born 9/26/2019 
 G039 is an “AI Daughter” of GAR Inertia 5226, AAA 18636043. 5226 offers one of the most imposing data and phenotype 

combinations to ever come out of the illustrious Gardiner Angus program. Wide based, powerfully constructed bull that 
combines an unprecedented degree of Marbling and phenotypic muscle. 5226 Ranks in the top 5% of the population for 11 
traits and indexes including the top 1% for Marbling, $Weaning and $Beef. 5226 is an Elite of the elite for his combination 
of Method Genetics Indexes – top 1% MPI, QPI and ROI 

 15 Top EPD’s- G039 start off with some Top 1%, 2% and 3%’s that you will really enjoy in your herd. Top 1% $W, 1% Milk, 
Top 2% WW, 2% CW, Top 3% YW, 3% YH, 3% $F, 3% $B does any of that catch your eye? Well “lookie here” at the Top 10% 
RADG, 10% Doc, 10% MW, 10% MH. Now we still have a few very important ones left Top 15% Marb, 15% $G and Top 25% 
SC. Just think if you put a set of Mammas like these (just AI’ed) and these heifer calves together, you might jump 
generations ahead in your program! G039 has a pedigree that is stunning with SAV 8180 Traveler 004, GAR Momentum, 
GAR Progress, GAR Prophet, OCC Emblazon 854E then let’s add the ladies in her life Vermilion Blackbird 5044, LAR Queen 
Idelette R311 & GAR Big Eye 1770, this girl is serious cattle production.   

 CAB Certified Angus Beef Genetics.  G039, “Above Average Goals Require Targeted Genetics” and this girl meets the 
“Targeting the Brand” requirements.  

 Confirmed Pregnant by Ultrasound– Z283 confirmed to GB Fireball 672 AAA 18690054  
Be the first to have some Fireball’s in your pasture! 672 offers sure fire calving ease and carcass quality with added 
performance he has double digit Calving Ease EPD with top 10% growth for a big-time curve bender spread. His has a 
combination of Marbling and Rib Eye Area EPDs that is unmatched by any other active sire in the Angus breed today .  His 
+346 $Combined index puts him among the top active multi-trait sires in the breed today! 

 F.A.T. Cattle Pricing! – We price all our cattle with F.A.T. Cattle pricing – Fairly, Affordable & Tested. 
An Angus cow with genetics proven on this calf to produce “Beyond Outstanding” Angus Genetics is a true treasure! 
Already an impressive Angus cow with her past calves, a proven calf at her side and a “Fireball 672” pregnancy confirmed, a 
fair price would be F.A.T. Cattle priced at $6,500.  
A “Beyond Outstanding” GAR Inertia 5226  Heifer calf G033 is currently valued at $4,200 is already being considered to 
become a “Donor” cow, and you have a 3in1, F.A.T. Cattle priced at $10,700. 

 

    

   


